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tions would be suddenly deserted, the owners moving west-
wards, stock, lock, barrel, and negroes, into Tennessee, the
mansions falling to the ground or into the hands of more
niggardly but sounder cultivators.
§
So the Chesapeake provinces were gradually selected and
staked out and a civilization, not immensely wealthy but
absolutely comfortable, developed itself. It was one of large-
scale fruit, hog, cattle, and mixed self-sufficiency farming,
yielding when carefully administered profit enough to allow
of the importation of luxuries in the shape of books, furniture
—mostly from France—dresses for state occasions, hangings,
flowers, blood stock, and even English bricks for building
the manor-houses. And even after the Revolution, Madisons,
Monroes, Randolphs of Roanoke continued the traditions.
Jefferson of Monticello promoted and for the most part
designed the building of the University of Virginia to
supplement William and Mary; the importation of furnish-
ings and stuffs went on, almost entirely from France by
then. But even before then cabinet-makers of the admirable
English eighteenth-century tradition had begun to work
in the Thirteen Provinces and so craftsmen became part of
the tale, working as journeymen, or even as retainers, on
the great self-sufficiency estates. And even if the importation
of blood stock from England diminished, Washington, as it
were, discovered the mule and imported from Spain the
admirable great sires of that country.
So he may be said to have revolutionized farming traction
in the South, for where would that be even to-day without
that hardy, uncertain-tempered, economical beast of
burden and traction? . . . And, just to show how mis-
fortunes at one point of the Great Route may help the
inhabitants of another section, we may as well make this note:
Until the beginning of the nineteenth century Spain was
covered with the immense, nomadic flocks, belonging to the
great nobles, of merino sheep. The invasion of the Peninsula
by Napoleon and the French scattered these great, precious
flocks, shepherdless, all over the face of the country. So the

